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Mary B. Gennusa Patterson: 
A Creative Dynamo
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My big boys  from left to right, Matthew John 

Patterson, Joseph Frank Patterson, and Daniel Charles 

Patterson, and me,  their little mama in the front. 

Thank you, God for being good to me, at birth they 

were small babies. Their growth came at puberty. 

I am one proud mother to these amazing sons. My sons 

are caring, loving, and like their father, very hard 

working. My Irish/Sicilian sons carry the best of two 

worlds in their DNA. Their father and his older sister 

always bragged about how wonderful the Irish are.

Every time I had to endure my in-laws boasting about 

the Irish, I made my sons their favorite Sicilian food. I 

refused to be overshadowed by my husband’s large 

Irish family. 

After my sons’ father passed away when there was too 

much said about their Sicilian side, I would make them 

meat, mash potatoes with pan gravy like my mother-in-

law taught me. 

And I make the best pan gravy. In never want my sons 

to forget the Irish side of their family. Let me say this 

about my son’s heritage. Between their Irish and the 

Sicilian heritage, my sons didn’t just become great they 

turned out to be the best. I am so proud of them.

Mary  

My home in Sicily, where I lived with my parents and 
sisters until we moved to the United State in the late 
1940s.

In addition to cooking, I have always been a great 

fan of  arts, crafts and writing.  Over the past 

several years,  I’ve written and had published a book 

of poetry and 2 novels – Franco and Anna Gennusa –

Their Journey and After Love – Anna Gennusa – A 

Novel. 

I also fill  m time with painting,  beading,  and other 

crafts.  

During this pandemic,  my son Joseph – a chef – and 

I developed these recipes based on our Sicilian 

heritage to share with you.  Enjoy!

This is the oldest olive tree in Sicily – and it’s 
surrounded by my family!



People of the islands take advantage of 
its rich food sources. Sicily, my 
birthplace, is known for many natural 
fruits, such as, figs, prickled pears, 
grapes for wine making, almonds, and 
citrus such as lemons, and oranges. 
Sicily is known for its sheep breeding.

Olives are considered the wine of Sicily. 
The Greeks are probably the first to 
domesticate olive trees in Sicily. Mt. 
Etna, an active volcano in the eastern 
region of Sicily, gives the island its rich 
volcanic soil. This produces some of the 
world’s best olives. 

Native Sicilians take pleasure in the 
islands’ many natural resources. Bay 
leaves and capers grow wild on the 
island and are free to be picked and 
enjoyed by its inhabitants. My father 
while we lived on the island was an olive 
farmer.  Although olive trees grew wild 
on Sicily, they were also cultivated by 
farmers as well. While in Sicily, my 
father was one of those farmers. We used 
olive oil from the family farm in almost 
all of our recipes..
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My family and my first paintings.

Top: Francesca,  Giuseppa, Vincenza, my 

mother Anna, Innocenza and me, Maria, in 

our passport pictures when we came to 

America.

Left:  Teresa and my father Franco.

We arrived in America in the late 1940s and 

lived in Connecticut, where I went to High 

School.  

I was always interested in Art, and these 

are my first ever paintings.  I didn’t think 

they were all that great, but my oldest 

sister Teresa kept them.  When she passed 

away, I got them back and now they are 

just a sweet memory of how much my sister 

cared about me and encouraged me to 

pursue my art.  



Mother and Son 
Cooking Up a Storm
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Okay all you pasta lovers out there, here are my pasta 

sauce recipes handed down from my parents! You 

probably think my recipes are very Sicilian. Well, you 

are wrong, and I hope I don’t disappoint you.

I am not my mother with my father sitting in the back 

yard. They sat under a large old apple tree that only 

bore one apple a year that my sisters and I fought 

over. My father saved us from starting World War III 

by picking the apple when it was ready. I had 5 older 

sisters and war was inevitable, so he prevented it by 

slicing the apple 6 ways.  

My parents would can tomatoes freshly picked from 

my father’s back yard garden, which was the best 

garden ever. However, I am very American. I don’t 

have a back yard with an apple tree that I can sit 

under to can tomatoes. This is because I don’t have a 

garden to pick fresh tomatoes in. Even if I had a 

garden with lots of tomatoes, I would not can them.

Where I live, in the mid-Atlantic region, it is too hot 

for canning. Even if it was cool enough to can l would 

not do it. I am like most spoiled lazy 

American/Sicilians who go to their local supermarkets 

and buy cans of tomato sauce. My sauce pales in 

comparison to that of my parents. I must admit, if my 

relatives were to read my recipe today, they would be 

appalled. When I cook, I always use bottled spring 

water. However, I will use tap water if the food is to 

be drained!  

I always use Bertolli extra light olive oil in all my 

recipes that require olive oil. Light olive oil allows the 

flavor of the food to come out. When using darker olive 

oil. I feel it masks the flavor of the food and makes the 

food taste a little bitter. 

.

The best and only cheese I use for my recipes whether 

baking or sprinkling on pasta or meat is PECORINO 

ROMANO GRATED CHEESE.  Which is a product of 

Italy aged over 9 months. 

In my recipes I use spaghetti, however you can 

substitute with pasta of your choice. 

I prefer to use fresh basil. But you can substitute 

fresh with dried basil if you prefer.  

I always use 93% fat free ground beef unless specified 

otherwise. 

When I visited one of my cousins in Sicily, I had the 

pleasure to watch her make her homemade pasta 

sauce. She took fresh tomatoes peeled the skin and 

squeezed out the seeds. After chopping up the tomatoes 

she put through a sieve. She put the sieved tomatoes in 

a pan to cook and then added the rest of the 

ingredients. As I watched her, I noticed she did not put 

garlic in her sauce. I asked her why she did not put  in 

the garlic, and she said that she never mixes garlic 

with onions. It is either one or the other.  

When cooking pasta, keep in mind that even after it’s 

drained it will continue to cook. If you’re particular 

about the consistency of your pasta, keep this in mind 

to avoid over cooking.  

Keep in mind that I cook like most people. I put a 

little bit of this and a little bit of that. I don’t ever 

measure.  

Putting these recipes together I did my best with 

measuring the ingredients. If you feel that my 

ingredients are too little or too much feel free to add or 

subtract to suite your tastes.
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Cooking with Joe! 
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Brasciola

2 pieces of flank steak or two thinly sliced beef 

round steak

½ sliced onion

2 hard boiled eggs

2 stakes of celery

Cut up small chunks of hard Romano cheese

Breadcrumbs 

Butcher’s twine

Pound the steak with a tenderizer until flat and 

even. Take care not to tear the meat.  Sprinkle 

with breadcrumbs, salt, garlic powder, and 

parsley flakes. Chop up eggs, celery, and 

cheese. Spread on the steak and roll. Wrap with 

the butcher’s twine to hold the braciola 

together while cooking.

In a frying pan put olive oil and sliced onion. 

Place the steak in the frying over medium heat, 

and sear on all sides. 

Put the brasciola and onion from the pan in the 

sauce. Cook for about an hour. Serve!

I had the pleasure to cook with my very talented son, 

who’s a chef. I finally had the time to teach him all of

my parents’ Sicilian recipes. 

During Covid-19, my son’s restaurant, where he is the 

chef, was closed for many months. This gave me time to 

spend with my special boy. All we did was cook. And 

boy did we cook!!

Joe made German Spätzle, as well as fajitas with hand-

made corn tortillas.  It was at this time that I taught 

my son all of my parents’ Sicilian recipes. Joe was most 

excited recipe to learn my father’s Brasciola recipe.

During that time cooking, my son Joe, who has an 

amazing singing voice, and I would sing many of 

Freddy Mercury’s songs. My voice is nothing like his 

but when singing the end of “The Show Must Go On” 

the last note was the highest in the song and I hit it. 

Not only did I hit the high note and I hit the high notes 

in tune. My son was so impressed he joined me. He was 

so impressed with my singing he gave me a big hug and 

we laughed. Such fun!



My Pasta Sauce
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7 cans of 1lb. and 13oz of Hunt’s Tomato Sauce

DO NOT ADD SALT – read the label on the 

Hunts can.

1 large onion half sliced half diced

1 lb. and 12 oz. of 95 % lean fat free ground beef

1 tablespoon of cane sugar

A sprinkle of garlic powder

Lots of fresh basil

2 lb. Eye of the round beef

1 package of pork neck bones – around 5 to 6 

bones

In a frying pan, brown 

the ground beef over 

medium heat then 

transfer it to large pot. 

Next add the diced onion 

with a little olive oil and 

sauté in the same pan as 

the ground beef. 

Once translucent, 

transfer the onions to the 

large pot. Next add the 

tomato sauce, sugar, 

basil, and garlic powder 

to the large pot. In a 

frying pan put a little 

olive oil, the other half of 

the sliced onion, and the 

eye round of beef. 

Brown all sides of the 

beef. Transfer the beef 

and sliced onions into the 

large pot. 

Bring sauce to a boil and 

turn heat to a low 

simmer. Cook for an hour 

and then put the pork 

neck bones in the sauce. 

Cook for one more hour. 

Serve!
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Eggplant Sauce
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5 cans of 1lb. and 13oz Hunts Tomatoes Sauce

1 tablespoon of cane sugar

2 med. Size Eggplant

1 clove of garlic

4 small pieces of Celery 

8 small pieces of Romano cheese diced

12 leaves of fresh basil 

½ of a small onion diced

Olive oil

Put Hunt’s Tomato Sauce in a large pot with 4 of 

the whole leaves of fresh basil and the sugar. In 

a frying pan add a small amount of olive oil the 

diced onion and sauté until translucent.  

Transfer the onion to the pot. Cook for one hour. 

Take the eggplants and slice into it on both 

sides. Cut the garlic into 4 pieces. Next insert 

them into the eggplant on one side, along with 

the cheese, celery, and basil. Continue on to the 

other side and do the same to the other eggplant. 

Place the eggplants in a frying pan with olive oil 

and onion and lightly sauté the whole eggplants 

over low heat. After frying, place the eggplants, 

fried onion, and olive in the sauce. Cook for 1/12 

hours. Serve!
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3 med size male eggplants

Lots of Olive oil 

2 cups of my tomato pasta sauce recipe

Grated Pecorino Romano cheese

Salt

Lots of paper towels

Basil to garnish

Place a piece of paper towel on a large plate. Next slice the eggplant length wise into ½” thick 

pieces and place them on the plate with the paper towels. Lightly sprinkle salt on the eggplant 

slices and continue the process until all of the eggplant slices are salted. Then cover the top 

layer with another sheet of paper towel. After the eggplant has been salted and sitting for a 

few minutes the eggplant will release its moisture. This should be visible on the paper towel. 

Keeping the paper towel on top of the eggplant, gently press down on the eggplant with your 

hands to extract as much moisture out of the eggplant as possible. In a large frying pan place 

olive oil and places a few slices of eggplant at a time and fry them in batches on medium heat 

until golden brown. Be careful not to burn them. The fried eggplant requires a lot of olive oil. 

Make to continuously add olive to the pan as needed. Take another plate and place a paper 

towel on it. Place the cooked eggplant on plate and continue to layer. The paper towels will 

drain some of the excess olive oil. After all the eggplant is cooked and the olive oil is slightly 

drained place the eggplant on a plate and spread with the sauce and grated cheese. Once the 

eggplant is layered place a piece of basil on top for garnish. Serve! 

Sicilian Fried Eggplant
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Baked Pasta

Use my tomato sauce recipe

1 3/4 lb. of Penne Rigate bronze-cut

2 lbs. Mozzarella cheese

1 lb. Grated Pecorino Romano 
cheese

Boil the Penne Rigate halfway 
through and strain. Put some 
sauce on the bottom of the baking 
dish, just enough to cover the 
bottom. Next place half of the 
partially cooked pasta into the 
baking dish. Then add some sauce 
over the penne pasta as well as lots 
of mozzarella and grated Pecorino 
Romano cheese. Do the same with 
the second half of the pasta until it 
is evenly layered with sauce and 
cheese. Cover with aluminum foil. 
Bake at 375 degrees for I hour.  
Serve!
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Baked Shells

It had been a while since I baked pasta shells. What an enjoyment to make one of my favorite 

dishes and my son’s favorite pasta dishes again. Thank you, my readers, for reminding me to 

prepare this meal for this cookbook part of my magazine.  I will not wait so long again to cook this 

delicious meal. The first batch I made I burned them. The second batch came out perfect. 

Even though I burned the first batch of the shells they tasted good. If you burn the shells a little 

bit, don’t worry they will still be delicious. I find that eating the shells is better once they’ve cooled 

a bit and I’m able to pick them up with my fingers.  Reason being when you eat them by hand you 

get all the juices in the shell in each bite. Rather than allowing the juices to spill on the plate. Have 

lots of napkins ready, because the juices will run down your fingers.

12

1 12oz box of jumbo shells 

1.29 lb. ground beef

Salt to taste

¾ 5oz of Bel Gioioso Romano Cheese small dice

1 cup of grated Pecorino Romano cheese

1 teaspoon of Garlic power

1 tablespoon of dried parsley

½ cup Water

In lightly salted water boil pasta shells until half 

cooked. Drain well. In a frying pan brown, the 

ground beef and season with a little salt. Next 

add the grated Pecorino Romano cheese, garlic 

powder and parsley to the pan. Cook until the 

meat mixture is fully cooked. Fill the shells with 

meat mixture and add a piece of Romano on top 

of the mixture.

Spoon several spoonsful of sauce on top of the 

pasta shells.  Cover with aluminum foil and bake 

for 15 or 20 minutes at 370 F. Serve!
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BAKED 
CAULIFLOWER 
PASTA 
Use my pasta sauce recipe

1/1/4 lb. pasta imported penne Rigate

bronze cut

1 ½ cups grated Pecorino Romano Cheese

1 ½ lbs. shredded mozzarella cheese

1 Whole small cauliflower 

1 cup unflavored breadcrumbs

Salt to taste 

Garlic powder to taste

2 tablespoons of dried parsley flakes 

½ cup olive oil

Boil the pasta halfway and drain. Next boil 

the cauliflower in water until 1/2 done, 

about 15 minutes. Drain well. In a frying 

pan, at low heat, add olive oil, cauliflower, 

breadcrumbs, salt, garlic powder and 

parsley flakes. Fry the cauliflower until it 

is about ¾ done, which should take about 

15 minutes.  Put a large scoop of sauce on 

the bottom of a casserole dish.  Add 1/4 of 

the pasta.  Put sauce over the pasta. Then 

place cauliflower on the pasta, add lots of 

mozzarella and Pecorino Romano cheese to 

the pasta mixture.  Repeat this process 

until all the ingredients are in the casserole 

dish. Cover with aluminum foil and place 

in the oven for 1 hour at 375 F degrees. 

Serve!
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LENTILS AND SPAGHETTI

1lb. pk. of Goya lentils

2 stalks of celery 

½ of a med. Onion 

4 bay leaves 

1 cup of shredded carrots 

1 small tomato – skinned and seeds squeezed out 

Salt to taste 

2 cloves of garlic 

1 qt. water 

1/3 lb. of spaghetti

Rinse lentils. Put in a large pot with all of the ingredients 

except the spaghetti. Bring to a boil. Then reduce to a 

simmer. Stir occasionally and add more water as needed. 

Break spaghetti into small pieces and boil separately.  

Once the spaghetti is cooked, drain most of the water 

leaving only a small behind with the spaghetti. Put the 

spaghetti on a plate and add some of the lentils and mix. 

Add more lentils on the top of spaghetti. 

Other vegetables can be added to this recipe, such as, 

corn, squash, and peas. In place of the tomato a couple of 

tablespoons of sauce can be added.  Also, this recipe can 

be used as a soup by limiting the spaghetti and just 

adding more water.

PEAS AND SPAGHETTI

1 2lb of frozen sweet peas

½ of large chopped onion

Salt to taste

½ cup olive oil

2 cups water

3/4 lb. thin spaghetti

In a pot place peas, salt, olive oil, onion, water to cover 

the peas and bring to boil until peas are cooked. Break 

up spaghetti in small pieces in boil water. When the 

spaghetti is cook drain most of the water and place the 

cooked peas in the spaghetti, mix, and serve!
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MY FATHERS HOME MADE PASTA
WHAT A TREAT YOU ARE IN FOR!! 

As I make my fathers homemade pasta, I 
hear my father in heaven saying to me 

“a me bedda Figghia Maria (my beautiful 
Maria daughter). It takes my youngest 
daughter of all of my 6 daughters to carry 
out how to make pasta the way it should be 
made.

“It takes that daughter, Maria, to hand over 
the family homemade pasta recipe to her 
chef son. I knew I had her for a reason. a me 
bedda facci (my beautiful face) youngest 
figghia (daughter) my love to you and my 
grandson. I remember well my young 
grandchild running around in the back yard, 
while the sun shined on his beautiful blonde 
hair and face. He would stop in front of me 
with his bright beautiful blue eyes staring 
back at me always putting a smile on my 
face.

“There was never enough food to fill my 
grandson’s little belly. Of course, he would 
become a chef. He loved to eat and eat 
everything. He was the first to raid my 
garden and the last to leave. I remember 
how he would help me water my garden 
with the water pump from the well next to 
the garden. My grandson, “what a bedda
facci”, (beautiful face) with his light blonde 
hair and blue eyes!! bedda bedda
facci!(beautiful beautiful face)”
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PASTA MADE BY HAND

2 ½ lb. of Gold Medal unbleached all-purpose flour

1 egg

1 tablespoon salt 

Water

a 3ft long round 1/2-inch wooden roller

Add flour, egg, water, and knead. Take the dough and cut it 

into two pieces. Then work into a flat round thin layer by 

rolling with a wooden roller. Place your hands in the middle 

of the roller, press down, take hands than press and roll 

your hands towards the end of the roller. While rolling 

sprinkle flour on the rolled dough so it does not stick. Roll 

back and forth until the flour is thin.  Place pasta on a sheet 

to dry. Repeat with the second half of the dough. Once 

partially dried, put on a cutting board and cut pasta. Once 

the pasta is cut, place back on the tablecloth to finish 

drying. Once dried, place in a large pot of boiling water. The 

pasta cooks quickly. Drain, place on plate, add sauce and 

serve!
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The Egg has Dropped! 
ASPARAGUS AND EGGS 

1 ½ lbs. asparagus

Salt to taste

Olive oil

2 whole eggs

Cut the hard ends off of the asparagus and 
discard. Then chop the asparagus into small 
pieces. Put in a bowl of cold water for 20 
minutes. Drain well and pat dry. Place the 
asparagus into the frying pan with olive oil 
and salt. Cook on medium heat. Once the 
asparagus is cooked, crack the eggs into the 
frying pan and scramble. Serve!

Spiedini

My mother made this recipe, originally, I didn’t remember 

the name, but I knew the ingredients. In trying to recall the 

name of the recipe, I described the ingredients to my son Joe 

the chef. He immediately recognized the recipe and told me 

the dish’s name, Spiedini. There are many different Spiedini 

recipes throughout the Mediterranean region. The origin of 

this recipe comes from the Arabs. You can also use your 

favorite meat ball recipe.

1 lb. Ground beef.

¾ cup Breadcrumbs

1 teaspoon Salt  

½ teaspoon Black pepper

1 egg 

¼ cup Parsley

½ cup of Pecorino Romano cheese cubed

½ cup Olive oil

10 Bay leaves

10 Toothpicks

Mix with the ground beef in a bowl the breadcrumbs, salt, 

egg, black pepper, onion and parsley.

Make 3 small size oval shaped ground beef patties. On one 

end of the ground beef patty place a bay leaf and piece of 

cheese and repeat this process until there are three patties 

total. Pierce the ingredients with two toothpicks to keep 

them together. Pour olive oil into the frying pan with sliced 

onion. Place the Spiedini in pan.  Cover the frying pan and 

simmer on a low heat. Remove cover and brown. Cook for 

about 20 minutes. Serve!
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POTATOES AND EGGS

3 large Golden Potatoes or any potatoes of 

your choice

2 extra-large eggs

Olive oil

Salt to taste

In a frying pan place olive oil, potatoes, 

and salt and fry until golden brown then 

crack the eggs into the  frying pan and 

gently scramble. Serve!

GREEN PEPPERS AND EGGS

2 large green peppers cut thin

2 large eggs

Olive oil (enough to cover the bottom of the pan)

Salt to taste

In a frying pan place olive oil, peppers, and add salt. Fry 

until the peppers are translucent. Next crack the two 

whole eggs into the pan, gently scramble and serve!

More Eggs 

Dropping!

TOMATOES AND EGGS

2 large Hunts can of 1 lb. and 12oz. tomatoes or summer tomatoes skinned and seeded.

2 eggs

4 tablespoons of light olive oil 

4 leaves of Fresh Basil whole

Salt to taste

In frying pan add olive oil. Add tomatoes and smash with a fork. Next add the basil and salt. Cook until most of the 

liquid from the tomatoes has evaporated.  Then crack the two whole eggs in the pan with the tomato mixture and 

scramble them until gently cooked. Serve! 

This makes a delicious appetizer when served with a small piece of your favorite Italian bread and wine.



ARTICHOKES HEART PATTIES

Artichoke Hearts
¾ cup of breadcrumbs
1 egg
¼ teaspoon of salt
¼ of a garlic clove – diced small
1 teaspoon of parsley
¼ cup of grated cheese – optional
Olive oil

After eating the edible artichoke leaves from the previous 
recipe.  You will be left with the heart of the artichoke. 
Remove and discard the small fuzzy top of the heart to 
reveal its edible center. Take the bottom of the artichokes 
and place in bowl. Next mash the artichoke hearts with a 
fork and add the remaining ingredients and mix well. With 
the mixture make small patties by hand.  If the mixture is 
too soft add a little more breadcrumbs.  In a frying pan add 
a small amount of olive oil.  Place the patties in a pan and 
fry both sides on medium heat. Once golden-brown 
remove from the pan and place on a plate with paper 
towels to dry, Re-plate and Serve!

ARTICHOKES

4 artichokes

1 ½ cups of plain breadcrumbs

1 teaspoon of salt

½ tablespoon of dried parsley

Olive oil

½ cup grated Pecorino Romano cheese

Mix the breadcrumbs, salt, minced garlic, parsley, and 

grated cheese in a bowl and set aside.  Next, remove the 

small leaves at the bottom of the artichoke.

Cut the tips off of the artichokes, then cut and remove 

the stems. Finally, remove the outer leaves of the 

artichokes and discard them. Next, place them in a 

baking dish with a small amount of water and olive oil.  

Then by hand, spread open the leaves and sprinkle the 

bread crumb mixture down in between the leaves. With a 

small spoon, sprinkle a little olive oil over the artichokes. 

Cover with aluminum foil. Bake at 375 degrees for 45 

minutes. Serve!

Veggies and The Egg 

No Longer Dropping!
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TRI-COLOR VEGETABLES

½ Cauliflower cut into florets

½ Broccoli cut into florets

3 large Carrots peeled and cut into 3/4” slices

1 cup Plain Breadcrumbs

Salt to taste

½ t. of black pepper

Garlic powder to taste

½ cup of grated Pecorino Romano cheese

¼ cup of dried parsley

Olive oil

Boil all the vegetables separately in a pot with boiling 

water. When each vegetable is ¾ cooked remove from the 

pot and drain the vegetables in a colander.  Next place 

all of the vegetables in a frying pan with enough olive oil 

to cover the bottom of the pan. Add the remaining dry 

ingredients to the vegetables and the pan and stir. Fry 

on low heat so the breadcrumbs do not burn. Fry until 

brown making sure the vegetables are tender. Serve!

Cauliflower

1 med size cauliflower

1 cup unflavored bread crumbs

Salt to taste

Garlic powder to taste

2 tablespoons of dried parsley

Olive oil

Fill a pot with water and bring to a boil.  Next 

add the cauliflower to the pot and bring back to 

a boil until the cauliflower is ¾ done. Drain 

Well. In a frying pan add the olive oil, 

cauliflower, bread crumbs, salt, garlic powder, 

and dried parsley flakes. Fry until brown. 

Remove from the pan, plate, then Serve!



Zucchini 

2 med size Zucchini

1 ½ cups of plain breadcrumbs

1 clove of garlic minced

¾ tablespoon of salt

2 tablespoons of parsley

2 whole eggs

Olive oil 

In a bowl crack the eggs and scramble. 
Separately, mix the remaining dry 
ingredients in a bowl.  Slice the zucchini into 
3/4” pieces. Place the slices of zucchini into 
the egg mixture. Then remove the zucchini 
and dredge them in the bread crumb 
mixture. Place the zucchini in a frying pan 
on low to medium heat in small batches with 
enough olive oil to cover the bottom of the 
pan and fry. Once fried golden brown place 
on a plate with paper towels to absorb the 
excess oil, re-plate, and Serve!
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BAKING IS AN ART

By now you should notice that there are no baking recipes here. Baking is an art in itself. It takes 

patience, which I don’t have! The eggs, milk and all ingredients must be room temperature. The oven 

if not at the right temperature you can forget your creation coming out right. All bakers are patient, 

meticulous and relish in their work. As I’m looking at baked goods and a baker is standing nearby, I 

can see the love in their faces for their art. 

A friend of mine when talking about her chocolate cake that she made for her grandson’s birthday, 

talked about the ingredients with such passion as she told the story about going to certain stores for 

the best ingredients to make the cake perfect. And it was. The cake was delicious. Such patience!!

However, I prefer cooking over baking. If your recipe doesn’t look or smell right throw a can of 

tomatoes in it and it will come out great!



SONS AND DAUGHTERS 
OF ITALY, ANNAPOLIS 
LODGE #2225
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Simple Sausage (Good for a Crowd)

9 - 10 pieces of sweet or hot Italian sausage.

4 garlic cloves cut in half

1 ½ cups of Olive oil

1 ½ cups of Red wine

In a frying pan put all ingredients. Pierce each sausage a few 

times with the tip of a knife. Fry until the sausage is cooked. 

The skin of the sausage should be well-browned and crispy on 

the outside. Serve! 

I recently joined the Sons and Daughters of Italy, 

Annapolis Lodge #2225, a small sect of the Order of Sons 

and Daughters Of Italy In America. It has been 

surprising to me how much I am enjoying the Lodge.  I 

knew it would be fun, but I did not realize it would be so 

gratifying. I am impressed with what they do besides 

cook, drink wine, and eat. SUCH FUN!

The members of the Lodge are warm and inviting. To my 

surprise, the Lodge donates to large charities such as 

Alzheimer’s Association, Cooley’s Anemia, and Help Our 

Military Heroes. Below is a picture of my sausage frying 

at the Lodge. I cooked for the hard-working people that 

spent the morning preparing food for their Sunday sale. I 

told one of the members about this recipe, and she said, 

“ok, you cook lunch.” I was pleased to cook and serve my 

father’s simple sausage recipe, which they enjoyed. This 

recipe is well received at brunch or cut into small pieces 

with a toothpick in the center and served as an hors 

d’oeuvre.



I Hope
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I hope you are enjoying this magazine as much as I have 

writing it. It has brought back wonderful memories for me. 

One very special memory is when five of my childhood 

friends from Connecticut drove down to visit me. I live in 

Maryland. Once a year they leave their husbands, kids, 

pets and homes to spend a weekend with me in Maryland. 

They come for a weekend of wine, tea, and lots of my 

homemade pasta as well as my fried eggplant. Then there’s 

the laughter, lots of laughter! Most of the laughter comes 

from talking about our old boyfriends. This one time I had 

a table with chilled champagne and chilled glasses waiting 

for them on my front lawn. I was wearing my mother’s 

apron. My oldest friend told me she remembered the apron 

and knew it was my mother’s. With a sweet smile on her 

face, she hugged me. When they arrived, we all hugged and 

drank the champagne. When out in front of my house 

drinking and laughing a neighbor drove by my house and 

saw the party. Two weeks later when my neighbor and I 

got together to play tennis she said she saw the party in 

front of my house when driving by and she wanted so much 

to join us. I told her she should have!

My husband being a gracious host took off several 

days of work to escort us ladies around. I am not 

sure he did this to spend time with us or he was 

just afraid we’d get lost. He took us to Washington, 

DC and Baltimore, MD. He was so proud when my 

friends came to visit and did more house cleaning 

than I did. A wonderful man!!

The tea comes late at night, after my husband so 

courteously leaves us on our screened-in back yard 

porch. He knew it was time to leave us ladies to our 

silly girl talk. And boy did we talk silly girl talk!

Getting back to why this weekend was so 

memorable. It was because when my friends come 

into the house, they all complained of how hungry 

they were, and the smell of my sauce cooking made 

them hungrier. They demanded my eggplant to be 

served immediately. Which it was! I saw one of my 

friends go into the dining room. I followed her. She 

stops dead in her tracks and started to cry. There 

on the dining room, covered with tablecloth was my 

homemade pasta drying ready to be cooked.  I said 

to her, “why are you crying?” She looked at me and 

said that her grandmother made homemade pasta 

just like that!!

Inspirations



Jewelry & 
Beadwork
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More Arts
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Bisacquino's name comes from the Arabic 

language. Rich in water because of the village 

fountain natural spring fountain. These 

pictures are of my house and our village 

church with fountain. 

My poetry is inspired by my heritage, my family 

and my life.  Selected from my book  

Poems on Life’s Simplicity.

CLOSE TO THE GROUND

As I look out my window, the children are there,

Skipping, laughing, riding bikes with care.

Running, they do that too,

Only when the sky is blue.

The sun is shining, their eyes are gleaming,

Happy faces, they are beaming.

As I press my nose to the window pane,

I wish I could be running with them, doing the 

same,

Maybe someday they will invited me to play,

I hope they will wait, it will be sometime, someday.

I long to be with them running around,

But I’m on two; I’m still close to the ground.
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YOU TAKE MY BREATH AWAY

My heart skips a beat, I have to caught my breath,

The same feeling I still get as when we first met.

Imposing, strong face, soften by age,

Together we as turned every page

Your stability, stature, witty personality,

Bring security, comfort, and laughter to me.

Surprise, out of nowhere you come,

Washing away my fears, I was silly and dumb.

As time goes by, I love you more,

Sharing our lives, is what it is all for.

My arms around you, I feel your size,

Life has brought us here, through the warmth of your eyes.

The feel of your touch makes me want to stay,

The sight of your handsomeness, still takes my breath away.

BEACH NIGHT
The moon it high and bright,

It paves a path with light.

The waves swirling around my toes,

Fingering my cares, before it goes.

The tender wind in motion,

Caresses my senses, an exotic potion.

My body feels so warm

My soul is at dorm.

Wanting to share the my solitude,

Bring me to a romantic mood.

Remembering his last kiss,

It is him I miss.

Not wanting to end the salty feel of night,

Soon the morning mist will bight its light.

THE MOUNTAIN SCENE
The mountain shows its summer green,

Proud of its wild and beautiful scene.

Lightly dusted, it wears its many wild flowers,

Spread down across the valley that it showers.

Tears on it floor of a ray of color,

Should be painted in a watercolor.

The warm wind weaves through its leaves,

Gently blowing its fragrance in the breeze.

Look at the yellow and purple hue,

It is still in the morning view.

It is a gorgeous, spectacular shade of green,

The mountain that shows its wild flowered scene.

REACH FOR MY HAND

Feel my touch next to you I stand,

Life can be easier, reach for my hand.

With tolerance and space presence is built,

Through pain, endurance, hopefully with little 
guilt.

Lean to grow and survive,

Your responsibility is touching other live.

When you mature, the day will come,

You will feel that you have learned some.

You will struggle till you reach your goal,

In search of you place, feed your soul.

Learn from my past, listen to me,

Life can be difficult, it’s supposed to be.

Feel my touch, next to I stand,

Life will be easier, please, reached for my hand.



My Books
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Poems on Life’s Simplicity  
https://www.amazon.com/Poems-Lifes-Simplicity-

Mary-Patterson/dp/1413487165/

After Love

https://www.amazon.com/After-Love-Life-

Gennusa-Novel-ebook/dp/B08VV238X9/

Franco and Anna Gennusa: Their Journey  

https://www.amazon.com/Franco-Anna-

Gennusa-Their-Journey/dp/1621830896/
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